
MIT ARAB COMPETITION BUSINESS PLAN

MIT Enterprise Forum Arab Startup Competition (ASC) is a yearly competition initiated by the MIT Enterprise Forum Pan
Arab since This annual.

Qabila Media Productions Qabila is a media content creator that capitalizes on crowd-sourcing and social
media by allowing the community to choose, evaluate and contribute to the production of content in an
engaging and interactive way. The service aims to add a human touch to an already cluttered, decentralized
and unmanageable social web by aggregating and organizing connections from multiple social networks and
suggesting ways to interac with important relationships. Interpersonal skills are evaluated and the winning
teams need to convince the jury of their passion for their project and their ability to sell their idea and carry it
through. The winning team came from Lebanon, while the 1st runner up came from Egypt and 2nd runner up
was given to two teams from Yemen and Egypt. TeeksForGeeks TeeksForGeeks utilizes cutting edge cloud
based computing to technologies to provide on demand access to virtual computer labs. For the 3rd and final
round, the teams have been narrowed down to 14 out of 50 from the 2nd round and will present in front of a
jury for a chance to win 50K. Below is a quick summary of the finalists whose product or service is web
related. Stemming from Aramex's stakeholder approach, and as a reflection of its culture and values; both
Aramex and MIT Enterprise Forum are hoping to leverage their expertise, infrastructure and network and put
them at the service of entrepreneurs. GenieTag Inc. Through means of this competition, the MIT Emprise
Forum is keen on empowering those winning entrepreneurs and helping them take their business ideas to the
next level. Qabila Media Productions Qabila is a media content creator that capitalizes on crowd-sourcing and
social media by allowing the community to choose, evaluate and contribute to the production of content in an
engaging and interactive way. The jury panel will carefully evaluate the teams' business plans and
presentations and consequently three winning teams are finally selected. TeeksForGeeks TeeksForGeeks
utilizes cutting edge cloud based computing to technologies to provide on demand access to virtual computer
labs. GenieTag is a cloud based platform that unites loyalty programs and social networks using
radio-frequency identification technology. For the 3rd and final round, the teams have been narrowed down to
14 out of 50 from the 2nd round and will present in front of a jury for a chance to win 50K. Exclusive
interviews will follow soon! Palestine Outsourcing Company POC POC provides high quality specialized,
integrated and scalable online digital content solutions targeting specific industries such as content
development, localization with real time translation of news to media providers and Arabisation of master
planning, architectural and heritage projects. Palestine Outsourcing Company POC POC provides high quality
specialized, integrated and scalable online digital content solutions targeting specific industries such as content
development, localization with real time translation of news to media providers and Arabisation of master
planning, architectural and heritage projects. Presto Wireless Presto Wireless software uses innovative
technology to bond multiple connections together and balance the load enabling wireless data users to
experience dramatically faster transfer speeds and higher availability and reliability. Exclusive interviews will
follow soon! Throughout Round 3, finalists are required to orally present in front of a jury composed of
high-profile entrepreneurs and renowned business people from around the Arab world. Latest Business. Also,
let us know which one is your favorite in the poll below. In the past 3 years, the company had developed a
technology that lowers power consumption in microchips that will enable cell phones and laptops to double
their operating time. Acadox Acadox is a fully arabized online platform for academic professionals which
combines academic, social and professional aspects. Also, let us know which one is your favorite in the poll
below.


